206 words 26 Long term surveillance of vectors and arboviruses is an integral aspect of disease prevention and 27 control systems in countries affected by increasing risk. Yet, little effort has been made to adjust space-28 time risk estimation by integrating disease case counts with vector surveillance data, which may result in 29 inaccurate risk projection when several vector species are present, and little is known about their likely 30 role in local transmission. Here, we integrate 13 years of dengue case surveillance and associated Aedes 31 occurrence data across 462 localities in 63 districts to estimate the risk of infection in the Republic of 32 Panama. Our space-time modelling approach detected the presence of five clusters, which varied by 33 duration, relative risk, and spatial extent after incorporating vector species as covariates. Dengue 34 prevalence (n = 49,910) was predicted by the presence of resident Aedes aegypti alone, while all other 35 covariates exhibited insignificant statistical relationships with it, including the presence and absence of 36
Data Analysis
We conducted our analyses on dengue and vector data from 2005-2017, encompassing the period 127 in Panama when both Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus have been interacting. Overall, data was collapsed 128 from the original Corregimiento scale to the district scale. This is due to unreliable human population 129 estimates at scales smaller than the district. Population levels were required to compute prevalence rate 130 (x1000; PR), which was used as the dependent variable in the statistical analysis, rather than pure 131 number of cases, which does not consider the total number of potential virus hosts. Human population 132 data was gathered from the National Institute of Statistics and Census (INEC), which conducts a national 133 census every 10 years. We also gathered three socioeconomic metrics from INEC to use as covariates: 134 percentage of households with dirt floors, percentage of households without clean water, and percentage 135 of households without sanitary services. These covariates were chosen due to their relationship to 136 standing water, which may act as potential Aedes breeding habitat. Because the national census is only 137 conducted every ten years, we used the population levels from 2010 to calculate PR for data from 2017. While this is not ideal, and incurs inherent error in the year to year accuracy of the PR estimate, 139 there is no more frequent population estimate available. This is an unfortunately common situation, 140 especially in Central America, where no country conducts national population assessments more 141 frequently than every 10 years. The three socioeconomic variables are at their 2010 levels as well, 142 sourced from the same census as population. 143 We conducted two sets of analyses, non-spatial and spatial. The purpose of the spatial analyses 144 was exploratory, assessing the relationship between vector and virus in space and time. This was 7 145 conducted first, to establish a baseline understanding of how the addition of vector surveillance data 146 affects the estimation of the size and relative risk of case clusters. We followed the spatial modeling 147 with non-spatial statistical modelling, which served to test the hypotheses established by the spatial 148 models. Thus, the non-spatial models essentially serve to identify the significant covariates that can be 149 adjusted for in the spatial model The cylinders are centered on the centroids of the Panamanian districts while the base of a 158 cylinder is defined as the spatial scan, and the height of a cylinder represents the temporal scan. The 159 number of observed and expected dengue cases are computed for each cylinder. Conceptually, a vast 160 number of cylinders of various space-time dimensions are generated until an upper bound is reached, 161 while each cylinder is a potential cluster. For this study, the maximum spatial scan was set to 25% of 162 the total population in Panama, while the maximum temporal scan was set to 4 years. A Poisson-based 163 likelihood ratio is calculated for each cylinder, which is proportional to ( / ) [( -)/( -)] -
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[29]. For the parameters, μ is the expected number of dengue cases in a cylinder, and n is the total 165 observed dengue cases in the cylinder. The expected number of dengue cases is computed by 166 multiplying the fraction of population that lives within the cylinder (p) by the total number of cases in 167 Panama (C) divided by the total population (P), that is: E[c] = p*C/P -The cylinder with the highest 168 likelihood ratio is the most likely space-time cluster. To evaluate the statistical significance of the the adjusted STSS searchers for clusters "above and beyond that which is expected due to these 179 covariates" (47). For each model, we also report the relative risk of prevalence in each district that 180 belongs to a space-time cluster, which is defined as , where c is the total
observed dengue cases in a particular district; e is the expected cases in a district; and C is the total 182 observed dengue cases in the country of Panama. Clusters with a relative risk > 1 indicates that there 183 were more observed dengue cases than expected under baseline conditions. We created all maps in Table 1 ). Incorporating covariates into the 207 models had considerable effects on the duration, relative risk (RR), and spatial extent of clusters (Table   208 2). The model adjusting for the presence of Ae. aegypti encompassed the greatest spatial range and 209 highest number of districts with a RR > 1, while the model adjusting for the presence of Ae. albopictus 210 encompassed the smallest spatial range and the lowest number of districts with a RR > 1. The duration 211 of the space-time clusters is notably different when adding the vector surveillance data to the model, 212 however, the one exception is cluster 1 for each model (most likely cluster). For example, the duration 
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Furthermore, cluster 2 was found in different geographic locations for the Aedes (both) and Ae. 216 albopictus models. This variation in duration of the clusters between the four models is a result of 10 217 adjusting for the presence of Aedes during the 13-year study period. In other words, the start, end, and 218 duration of the clusters is substantially affected by the presence of one or more Aedes species. The 219 relative risk may be higher if Aedes was found in a district during the entire duration of a space-time 220 cluster. During the 13 years of our study period combined with the 63 districts containing data (13 * 63 221 = 819), Ae. aegypti was present 690 times, Ae. albopictus was present 245 times, while both Aedes 222 species were found in a district 224 times. As a result, the difference in species presence during the 223 study period partly explains why the clusters for the Ae. albopictus model contained 19 less districts 224 than the Ae. aegypti model, and 10 less districts that the model adjusting for both species. Ae. aegypti exhibited an increase in adjusted PR of 1.0933 (P = 0.001 [12, 13] . Our results illustrate that it has not been a key driver of dengue prevalence throughout 265 its time occurring in the country, but that more importantly, there is reason to believe that dengue rates 266 may decrease as the species further proliferates, extirpating Ae. aegypti from its resident range within 267 Panama. Globally, while Ae. albopictus has been implicated in several small outbreaks [35] , the majority 268 of dengue serotypes are thought to be transmitted by Ae. aegypti, due to its preference for both 269 urbanized habitat [16, 36] and human hosts [37, 38] .
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Perhaps curious is the lack of association found with the other covariates, which included the 271 presence and absence of Ae. albopictus, coexistence of both species, and the three socioeconomic 272 variables. There have been a number of studies addressing the vector status and potential of Ae. has been demonstrated in cancer [49, 50] , this is the first use of covariates in space-time cluster detection 320 modelling of neglected tropical disease. With this comes potential to expand into other classes of 15 321 covariates. For example, in addition to vector surveillance data, we support the incorporation of 322 additional covariates such as vector genetic background, climate, vegetation, and land cover to dengue 323 cluster models. Furthermore, the differences reported for the clusters of dengue after adjusting for vector 324 presence merit further small-area studies to determine local-scale characteristics that may assist in 325 targeted intervention campaigns. Vector surveillance clearly provides valuable information in the 326 determination of virus case clusters, and thus should be conducted alongside virus surveillance so that it 327 may be included in modelling efforts. We intend for this exploratory study to inspire future 328 investigations into the vector status of Ae. albopictus as well as the role of vector surveillance in public 329 health planning efforts. We hope Panama's robust dengue surveillance program can stand as a model for 330 practitioners elsewhere, where current surveillance may be less thorough. 
